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Thanks to your benevolent support and enthusiasm, the World Knowledge Forum is hailed as
the largest annual meeting in Asia and is further recognized as one of the most prominent
knowledge-sharing events in the world. The World Knowledge Forum has successfully sought
to broaden its visions to new challenges every year, dealing with timely trends and global
agendas. As a result, the World Knowledge Forum has opened up new horizons in the field
of regular forums.
The World Knowledge Forum has made a solid progress into a “knowledge feast” where global
leaders from all stakeholder groups share their expertise, and is playing its role as a transmitter
of knowledge. Technological advancements enabled us to overcome the limitations of physical
distances. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, various means of platforms have eased the access
to the World Knowledge Forum contents. The generalization of virtual meetings and lectures
due to the COVID-19 pandemic may also have had an impact.
The World Knowledge Forum 2021 is taking place in turbulent times where changes are faster
than ever. Although the COVID-19 pandemic is seemingly coming to an end with the supply
of vaccines, a completely different post-COVID world will unfold.
All aspects of life including the way we work, educate, and enjoy leisure are under dramatic
changes. Massive liquidity injections were provided by the governments to calm markets
as a response to COVID-19, which is ultimately shifting the balance of the global economy.
The operating principle of global economy based on free trade will also inevitably change.
The U.S.-China tensions continue to escalate, and South Korea, with its presidential election
scheduled to be held in 2022, must come up with sensible solutions to react quickly to these
global challenges. Taking into consideration of these circumstances, the World Knowledge
Forum 2021 will be held under the theme of ‘Terra Incognita: Redesigning the Global
Architecture.’
Terra Incognita means “the unknown land.” The new world order can be either an opportunity
or a threat. With keen prediction and deliberate preparation, we can turn threats into
opportunities.

The new Brand Identity (BI) of the World Knowledge Forum embodies the world moving towards the future
centered by the World Knowledge Forum. The BI carries the philosophy of the World Knowledge Forum;
center of the global economy, challenge against the future, and the power of human connection.
The BI symbolizes that the World Knowledge Forum, representing Asia, serves as a platform to project
the future of politics, economy, industry, and society based on knowledge-sharing.

The annual meeting brings together world-famous politicians, businessmen, and representatives
from various sectors to discuss global issues and provide possible solutions. Seize the chance
to gain valuable wisdom and insights from the world-renowned public figures at
the World Knowledge Forum 2021.

Following the 1997 Asian financial crisis, the World Knowledge
Forum (WKF) was founded in October 2000 after two years of
preparation based on the ambition to transform Korea into
a knowledge-driven nation. Since then, the World Knowledge
Forum has played the role as a platform for active discussions with
the aim of reducing knowledge gaps through knowledge sharing
and to promote balanced global economic growth and prosperity.
A total of approximately 4,800 global speakers and
52,860 audiences have participated since the first forum
in 2000 that was held under the theme of “Shaping
the New Millennium with Knowledge,” and the WKF has now
become one of the biggest knowledge-sharing events in the world.
Main speakers we had at the past WKFs include the following: state
leaders such as George W. Bush, the 43rd President of the United
States; Theresa May, the 76th Prime Minister of the United
Kingdom; Nicolas Sarkozy, the 23rd President of the French
Republic; and Gerhard Schröder, the 7th Chancellor of Germany;
Presidents of international organizations such as Jim Yong Kim,
the 12th President of the World Bank; founders and CEOs such as
Bill Gates, Co-founder of the Microsoft Corporation; Larry Ellison,

Chairman and CEO of the Oracle Corporation; John L. Hennessy,
Chairman of Alphabet; George Soros, Chairman of Soros Fund
Management, and scholars such as Larry Summers, Paul Krugman,
Michael Porter, and Gregory Mankiw.
This year, marking the 22nd anniversary of the World Knowledge
Forum, speakers and audiences will gather both offline and online
to discuss various agendas under the theme of “Terra Incognita:
Redesigning the Global Architecture.”
Michael R. Pompeo, the 70th Secretary of State of the United States;
Michael Sandel, Professor at Harvard University; Thomas Bach,
President of IOC; Marcus Wallenberg, Chair of the Board of Directors
of Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken (SEB); Bob Sternfels,
Global Managing Partner of Mckinsey & Company; Jesper Brodin,
President and CEO of Ingka Group (former IKEA group);
Paul Milgrom, Professor at Stanford University; Carmen M. Reinhart,
Vice President and Chief Economist of the World Bank Group;
and many other world renowned speakers will participate in the
World Knowledge Forum 2021 and grace the occasion with their
presence.

PARTICIPANTS

SESSIONS

For 21 years, distinguished participants from
political, academic, corporate, and other
diverse arenas around the world have
gathered to the “knowledge-sharing feast”
at the annual World Knowledge Forum.

Every year, the World Knowledge Forum
covers a variety of topics encompassing
economy, industry, politics, culture, art,
future, and climate change.

Shaping the New Millennium
with Knowledge

Drawing the Roadmap for
Knowledge Economy and
Global Prosperity

SPEAKERS
Global leaders from political, economic, and
industrial sectors such as George W. Bush,
the 43rd President of the United States;
Bill Gates, Co-founder of the Microsoft
Corporation; Richard Branson, CEO of Virgin
group; to name a few, participated the World
Knowledge Forum as renowned speakers.

Creative Economy

The Great Breakthrough:
New Solutions for Global Crisis

Collective Intelligence:
Overcoming Global Pandemonium

The One Asia Metamorphosis

Knowledge Revolution 5.0:
Perspicacity Towards Prosperity
for All

Wealth Creation & Asia

Collabonomics & Greater Asia

Invigorating the Global Economy

Knowledge in a World of Risk:
A Compass towards New
Prosperity

Pandenomics Perspective:
Shaping New Global Symbiosis
One Asia: New Economic Order
& Recovery

Mapping the Zeitgeist

Creating a New World Order
and Economy
One Asia momentum,
G20 Leadership & Creatinnovation

COUNTRIES
Participants and speakers are joining
the World Knowledge Forum from countries
in various regions including Asia,
North America, South America, and Europe,
and so forth.

Aiming for Great Instauration

Partnership for Renewed Growth
The New Economic Crisis:
Reforming Global Leadership
& Asia’s challenge

Inflection Point:
Towards New Prosperity

Creativity and Collaboration:
Foundation for the New Era
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TERRA INCOGNITA:

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, we are heading towards a world
we have never experienced before. The expansionary fiscal and
monetary policies that governments and central banks have been
carrying out as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic have
changed the wealth formula in the global financial markets.
The decline in real purchasing power is causing surge in
non-monetary assets while the rise of cryptocurrency such as
Bitcoin and Ethereum is shifting the financial market.
The multilateral trade-based world economic order is also facing
a turning point in the wake of the pandemic. The widening wealth
gap and the apparent deficiencies of the social security systems
that are revealed through the pandemic are creating skepticism
on the existing system of capitalism.
The world is facing more complex challenges. The competition for
global hegemony between the United States and China is steadily
intensifying, showing little room for improvement in the Biden
administration. The tension between the two powers is expanding
beyond security competition, further influencing the fields of
economy, business, and society.
Climate restoration has become a key agenda among states while
technological competitions in the semiconductor industry are

shifting trends in the global economy and politics. Technological
advancement has accelerated since the pandemic, and the
developments of artificial intelligence (AI) and blockchain
technologies are changing human lifestyle.
The World Knowledge Forum 2021 will be held under the theme
“Terra Incognita: Redesigning the Global Architecture.”
“Terra Incognita” is a cartographic term for regions that have not
been mapped. It symbolizes the post-COVID world that we have
never been before.
The unknown land that we are moving towards can possibly be
a land of opportunity to us, but can equally turn into risks of failure
if we do not manage to address the changes at hand. Following
the pandemic, the world is recognizing the importance of its
connectedness more than ever. As we enter the new world,
the global community must seek for solutions through the spirit
of coexistence.
What could be the solutions for the issues ahead and what would
be the potential opportunities for us in the future? The World
Knowledge Forum 2021 seeks a new zeitgeist at this critical
juncture.

*The definition of Terra Incognita is “the unknown land,” meaning the world we have not experienced.

In the wake of the
COVID-19 pandemic,
corporate management
activities are rapidly being
reorganized, centered by
the keyword “digital.”
The trend that has steadily
continued for many years is
accelerating further due to
the pandemic.
Companies are experiencing unprecedented
changes from flexible working locations to
revenue structure and consumption pattern
shifts. Some say that the era of “Pax Technica”
has arrived as tech companies, armed with
new technologies continue to advance, and
competition to secure semiconductors
intensifies. Meanwhile, the antipathy to
technology, referred to as “Techlash,” is also
emerging.
Traditional industries are also undergoing a
major paradigm shift. Industries heavily
affected by the pandemic, such as
shipbuilding, shipping, and aviation, are taking
another leap forward. The wave of change is
stronger than ever. This track will seek
management methods that can lead us to
overcome this turbulence and present a
blueprint for what future technologies will
bring us.

In the global financial
market, 2021 was a year
that drew an
unprecedented rising curve
based on abundant
liquidity.
The enormous scale of fiscal and monetary
policies carried out in response to COVID-19
was the basis. However, critics express
concerns over the excess liquidity which can
possibly generate inflation, while inflation is
becoming a reality with increase in prices of
grain and raw materials. This being the case,
the direction of the base rate that the central
bank will decide on is more crucial than ever.
The U.S. Federal Reserve’s intervention is
signaling the re-absorption of the released
liquidity. Such movements are predicated to
be one of the most important variables for the
2022 global economy.
Crypto assets such as Bitcoin are gaining
stronger presence than ever but people’s
views on them as investment assets are
mixed. It is important to predict future
variables to find opportunities for investment.
In this track, we explore the route towards
wealth creation.

The U.S.-China relations are
getting worse and have not
reset under the U.S.
President Joe Biden.

The global community is
actively strengthening its
response to climate
change.

Infinite opportunities exist
in space.
Billionaires, such as Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos,
and governments around the world are
competitively investing in space exploration to

The 21st century will be
divided into a world before
and after COVID-19.
Our society has undergone countless changes
followed by the pandemic. The pandemic has

The dispute is ongoing between the U.S.-led

The move towards “climate recovery” will be

seize such opportunities. Various Plans

Western world and China. The polarization

fully demonstrated at the 26th UN Climate

including Artemis Plan, a space mission that

between the two sides is expanding beyond

Change Conference of the Parties (COP26)

NASA is carrying out to explore the lunar

diplomacy and security to economic and trade

scheduled to be held in November, 2021.

surface that will take place after its Mars

sectors. In particular, the semiconductor and

Although carbon dioxide emissions have

Exploration Program, will become a turning

battery industries centered around “economic

decreased by about 7% in 2020 due to

point for space exploration. Along with

alliances” are expected to serve as a major

COVID-19, the atmospheric carbon dioxide

multiple Rover’s exploration of Mars (including

issue for global geopolitical trends.

concentration has been on a steady rise. It is

the Perseverance), the dream of mankind

The limitations of capitalism were exposed in

time for the international community to make

toward Mars is expected to become a reality in

the course of COVID-19 vaccine supply. It is

political, economic, and social responses.

the near future.

clear that the increasing social inequality will

Olympics 2022 (February, 2022) are scheduled

Countries around the world are participating in

South Korea is getting ready to jump into the

to be held only seven months apart may also

international cooperation for net-zero by

race in space exploration with its plan to

operate as a variable in international relations.

proposing Nationally Determined

launch locally-developed space rocket Nuri in

South Korea, with its upcoming presidential

Contributions (NDC). Some say that the

October 2021 and Korea Pathfinder Lunar

election in 2022, is standing at a critical point

development of carbon reduction

Orbiter (KPLO) in 2022. Will these billionaires

in terms of its relations with neighboring

technologies and investment in these

succeed in the investments they made in

powers such as the United States, China, Japan

technologies can determine the future of

space missions? Will Mars become a new

and Russia. At a time of turbulence in

climate recovery. However, others view that

home for mankind? This track predicts the

international political dynamics, we explore

the success of international cooperation for

future of the universe and mankind.

the geopolitical issues and discuss the

climate recovery depends on the interests of

possible countermeasures that should be

countries in different developmental stages.

taken.

The operating principles of Carbonomics and

The fact that the Tokyo Summer Olympics
2021 (July, 2021) and the Beijing Winter

equations for global cooperation will be
explored in this track.

been pervasive in all areas of our daily lives,
including the way we work, educate our
children, make purchases, and experience
culture. We have witnessed the speed of
change grow exponentially after the
pandemic.

become an underlying social threat amid the
widening wealth gap. We stand at a point
where we must redesign the future with a new
world order. Now that we are in a new world
after the COVID-19 pandemic, this track
searches for possible directions on how we
should cope with the future.

BUSINESS

Mark Schneider

Marcus Wallenberg

Bob Sternfels

Jesper Brodin

Bobbi Brown

Nestlé, CEO

SEB, Chair of the Board of Director

McKinsey & Company,
Global Managing Partner

Ingka Group, IKEA, President and CEO

Bobbi Brown Cosmetics, Founder

Mark Schneider has served as
CEO of Nestlé since January 2017.

Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken
(SEB), Chair of the Board of
Directors Marcus Wallenberg is the
Chair of the Board of Directors of
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken
(SEB) since 2005, a North
European financial group for
400,000 corporate customers,
and 4 million private customers.

Jesper Brodin is the President and
CEO of Ingka Group, IKEA.

Bobbi Brown is a beauty industry
titan, world-renowned makeup
artist, best-selling author,
and serial entrepreneur.

He joined the company in September
2016. Before joining Nestlé,
Mark Schneider was the CEO of the
Fresenius Group, a position he held from
2003 to 2016. He joined Fresenius in 2001
as CFO of Fresenius Medical Care.
Mark Schneider has a graduate degree
in Finance and Accounting and a doctoral
degree in Business Administration from

Bob Sternfels is McKinsey’s 13th
global managing partner as
of July 2021.

Ingka Group, formerly known as IKEA
Group, is one of the world’s largest home

He currently leads McKinsey’s client

furnishing retailer and owns and operates

capabilities globally, which includes

more than 400 IKEA stores in 32 markets

industry practices, functional areas,

(FY21) under franchise agreements with

and innovation priorities. Previously,

Inter IKEA Systems B.V. He started his IKEA

he led the Operations Practice in

career in 1995 as the Purchase manager

the Americas and the Private Equity &

in Pakistan, IKEA Group. He has a Master

Principal Investors Practice globally.

of Science in Industrial Engineering from

the University of St. Gallen, Switzerland.

In Sweden and the Baltic countries,

He graduated from Stanford University,

Chalmers University of Technology,

He also holds an MBA from Harvard

SEB offers universal financial services.

where he earned a BA with honors in

Gothenburg, Sweden. He is married to

University. Schneider was born and raised

In Denmark, Finland, Norway, Germany

economics and history. He was a Rhodes

Lena and they have three children.

in Germany. He became a U.S. citizen

and the UK, the bank focuses

Scholar at Oxford University and earned

in 2003.

on corporate and investment banking.

an MA in politics, philosophy,

Marcus Wallenberg also chairs the Board

and economics.

of Saab AB, FAM AB, Patricia Industries
and serves as Vice Chairperson of Investor
AB, AstraZeneca Plc, EQT AB and the Knut
and Alice Wallenberg Foundation.

As a professional makeup artist,
she created ten simple lipsticks that
evolved into a global beauty, Bobbi Brown
Cosmetics. Bobbi left her namesake
brand in 2016 to return to her roots as an
entrepreneur, launching her venture
Beauty Evolution LLC with three innovative
brands. She launched EVOLUTION_18,
a line of beauty-inspired wellness,
and was certified as a health coach
through the Institute for Integrative
Nutrition.

BUSINESS

Peter H. Diamandis

Warren East

Jim Goodnight

Mate Rimac

Chris Urmson

XPRIZE Foundation, Founder and
Executive Chairman

Rolls Royce, CEO

SAS Institute, Co-founder and CEO

Rimac Automobili, Founder & CEO

Aurora, CEO & Co-Founder

Warren East graduated from
the University of Oxford’s
Wadham College with a bachelor’s
degree in Engineering Science.

As the CEO of SAS Institute,
the leading multinational
developer of analytics software,
Jim Goodnight has led
the company since its inception
in 1976, overseeing an unbroken
chain of revenue growth
and profitability which was
unprecedented in the industry.

Mate Rimac is the Founder of
the Croatian car company,
Rimac Automobili, known for its
world-leading innovations in
high-performance EV technology
for automotive brands like
Porsche, Hyundai-Kia, SEAT,
Renault, to name a few.

Chris Urmson, CEO and
Co-founder of Aurora, is widely
known as one of the earliest
pioneers and leaders in
the self-driving industry.

In 2011, Rimac Automobili launched

Mellon’s DARPA Grand and Urban

Under his leadership, SAS Institute has

the world′s first true electric hypercar,

Challenge Teams while he was earning

become renowned for its innovation

the Concept_One, and is on track to

his Ph.D. in Robotics. After the DARPA

and for the company’s corporate culture.

launch the 1,914hp, all-electric C_Two

Challenges, Chris was recruited by Larry

His commitment to work-life balance has

in 2021. Rimac Automobili has more than

Page and Sergey Brin to build and lead

made SAS a fixture on best workplaces

900 employees, and counts Porsche

Google’s self-driving car program,

lists worldwide, including No. 1 on

and Hyundai-Kia among its stakeholders.

which he helped to grow from six to over

the Fortune list for the US and No. 1 on

He founded the company in 2011,

600 people in seven years.

the Great Place to Work Institute’s

but had already established himself as

multinational ranking.

a relentless innovator and gifted inventor

Recently named by Fortune as one
of the “World’s 50 Greatest
Leaders,” Peter H. Diamandis is
the founder and executive
chairman of the XPRIZE
Foundation, which leads the world
in designing and operating
large-scale incentive competitions.

He went on to earn a Master of Business
Administration degree from the Cranfield
University School of Management as well
as honorary doctorates from Newcastle
and Cranfield. He became a nonexecutive director of Rolls-Royce PLC in

He is also the executive founder of

January 2014 and subsequently became

Singularity University,

Chief Executive in July 2015.

a graduate-level Silicon Valley institution

Prior to joining Rolls-Royce, he spent

that counsels the world’s leaders on

11 years with Texas Instruments and

exponentially growing technologies.

joined ARM in 1994.

As an entrepreneur, Diamandis has
started over 20 companies in the areas
of longevity, space, venture capital
and education.

He has the experience of more than
15 years in leading the automated vehicle
programs, which started when he was
the Director of Technology for Carnegie

many years earlier.

LEADERSHIP

Ban Ki-moon

Thomas Bach

Michael R. Pompeo

Michael Sandel

Daron Acemoglu

G. John Ikenberry

United Nations, 8th Secretary General

International Olympic Committee,
President

70th Secretary of State of
the United States

Harvard University, Professor
(Author of The Tyranny of Merit)

MIT, Professor
(Author of Why Nations Fail)

Princeton University, Professor

Since January 2018, Mr. Ban, along
with former President of Austria,
Mr. Heinz Fischer, has been
inducted as Co-Chairs of the Ban
Ki-moon Centre for Global Citizens
in Vienna, Austria.

On 10th September, 2013,
Thomas Bach was elected as the
ninth President of the IOC. He was
re-elected for a second four-year
term on 10th March, 2021.

Michael R. Pompeo served as the
70th Secretary of State of
the United States and as
the Director of the Central
Intelligence Agency.

Married and a lawyer by profession, he

He was elected to four terms in Congress

Michael Sandel, Harvard political
philosopher and bestselling
author, challenges audiences to
examine the ethical dilemmas
we confront in politics, business,
and our everyday lives.

A professor of Applied Economics
at MIT, Daron Acemoglu was
twice named one of Foreign
Policy’s Top 100 Global Thinkers,
and is the 2019 winner of the Kiel
Institute’s Global Economy Prize.

Mr. Ban has also been elected as

had a successful career in sports both on

representing Kansas’s 4th Congressional

One of Foreign Policy’s Top 100 Global

In the words of The New York Times

and off the field of play. He became an

District. Secretary Pompeo graduated first

Center for International Security Studies.

Chairman of IOC Ethics Committee

Thinkers, Sandel was described as

Magazine, he is “as hot as economists

Olympic champion when he won a gold

in his class at the United States Military

Ikenberry is also a Global Eminence

in September 2017. He is currently

“the most relevant living philosopher,”

get.” He received the prestigious John

medal in fencing (team foil) at the Games

Academy at West Point in 1986 and

Scholar at Kyung Hee University in Seoul,

the Distinguished Chair Professor

“a rock-star moralist" (Newsweek),

Bates Clark Medal for being a top

of the XXI Olympiad in Montreal in 1976.

served as a cavalry officer patrolling

Korea. In 2018-19, Ikenberry was

and Honorary Chairman at the Institute

and “the most famous teacher of

economist under 40, the Nemmers Prize

In 2017, he became the first Olympian

the Iron Curtain. He rose to the rank of

a Visiting Fellow at All Souls College,

of Global Engagement & Empowerment

philosophy in the world” (New Republic).

in Economics, the BBVA Foundation

formally granted to use the post-nominal

Captain, and went on to graduate from

Oxford University. Ikenberry is a Fellow

at Yonsei University in Seoul, Korea.

His legendary course "Justice" has

Frontiers of Knowledge Award,

letters “OLY.” In 2006, he was named as

Harvard Law School. Before serving in

of the American Academy of Arts

Prior to such appointments, Mr. Ban has

enrolled over 15,000 students and was

and an Andrew Carnegie fellowship.

the founding President of the German

Congress, he spent a decade leading two

and Sciences.

served two consecutive terms as

the first Harvard course to be made freely

Born in Turkey and educated in England,

the Secretary General of the United

Olympic Sports Confederation (DOSB). He

manufacturing businesses in South

available online and on public television.

Acemoglu has written for mainstream

Nations (2007-2016).

became an IOC member in 1991, and was

Central Kansas.

(Co-Chair of the World Knowledge Forum)

elected as a member of the IOC Executive
Board in 1996 and served as an IOC
Vice-President for more than 10 years.

G. John Ikenberry is the Albert G.
Milbank Professor of Politics and
International Affairs at Princeton
University in the Department of
Politics and the Princeton School
of Public and International Affairs.
He is also Co-Director of Princeton’s

magazines such as Esquire and Foreign
Policy.

WEALTH

Paul Milgrom

Luke Ellis

Carmen M. Reinhart

Peter Oppenheimer

Vitalik Buterin

Stanford University, Professor

Man Group, CEO

World Bank Group,
Vice President & Chief Economist

Goldman Sachs,
Chief Global Equity Strategist

Ethereum, Creator

Paul Milgrom is the 2020
recipient of the Nobel Prize
in Economic Sciences, along with
Robert Wilson,
“for improvements to auction
theory and inventions of new
auction formats.”

Luke Ellis is Chief Executive Officer
of Man Group, a global active
investment firm.

Carmen Reinhart is Vice President
and Chief Economist of the World
Bank Group.

Peter Oppenheimer is the Chief
Global Equity Strategist
of Goldman Sachs and Head
of Macro Research in Europe.

Man Group has five investment engines
(Man AHL, Man Numeric, Man GLG,

Assuming this role on June 15, 2020,

Man FRM and Man GPM), which manage

Reinhart provides thought leadership for

He joined Goldman Sachs in 2002 as

USD 127.0 billion (as at 31 March 2021)

the institution at an unprecedented time

European and global strategist and was

in a range of liquid and private markets.

of crisis. She also manages the Bank’s

named Managing Director in 2003 and

He is the Shirley and Leonard Ely

He was previously a Managing Director at

Development Economics Department.

partner in 2006. Prior to joining the firm,

professor of Humanities and Sciences in

JPMorgan in London and Global Head of

She is on public service leave from

he worked as Managing Director and

the Department of Economics at

the firm’s Equity Derivatives and Equity

Harvard Kennedy School. Reinhart has

Chief Investment Strategist at HSBC

Stanford University. He is best known for

Proprietary Trading businesses.

been listed among Bloomberg Markets

and was previously Head of European

his contributions to the theory of

He holds a BSc (Hons) in Mathematics

Most Influential 50 in Finance, Foreign

Strategy at James Capel. Prior to that,

auctions, much of which is summarized

and Economics from Bristol University.

Policy’s Top 100 Global Thinkers,

he was Chief Economic Strategist at

and Thompson Reuters’ The World’s

Hambros Bank. He earned a BSc,

Most Influential Scientific Minds.

first class, in Geography from the London

She holds a Ph.D. from Columbia

School of Economics in 1985.

in his book, Putting Auction Theory to
Work, published by Cambridge
University Press, and for his
contributions to the practice of auction
design.

University.

Vitalik Buterin is the creator
of Ethereum.
He first discovered blockchain and
cryptocurrency technologies through
Bitcoin in 2011, and was immediately
excited by the technology and its
potential. He co-founded Bitcoin
Magazine in September 2011, and after
two and a half years, looking at what
the existing blockchain technology and
applications had to offer, wrote the
Ethereum white paper in November 2013.
He now leads Ethereum’s research team,
working on future versions of the
Ethereum protocol.

AEROSPACE

Patrice Caine

Roy Azevedo

Victoria Coleman

Brent Sherwood

Robert Zubrin

Thales, Chairman and CEO

Raytheon Intelligence &
Space, President

22nd Director of DARPA,
United States Air Force, Chief Scientist

Blue Origin, Vice President, Advanced
Development Programs

The Mars Society,
Founder and President

Roy Azevedo is President of
Raytheon Intelligence & Space,
a business of Raytheon
Technologies.

Dr. Victoria Coleman served as the
22nd Director of Defense
Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) and was leading
high-tech R&D projects.

Brent Sherwood is a space
architect with 33 years of
professional experience in the
space industry.

employees and is responsible for

She serves as the Chief Scientific Adviser

Development Programs, for Blue Origin.

a broad portfolio including advanced

to the Secretary of the Air Force, Air Force

ADP develops in-space vehicles and

Dr. Robert Zubrin is the Founder
and President of the Mars Society;
an international organization
dedicated to furthering
the exploration and settlement
of Mars by both public and
private means.

sensors, training, and cyber and

Chief of Staff, and Chief of Space

systems for Earth orbit, cislunar space,

software solutions. Azevedo has more

Operations. DARPA, widely known as

and the Moon. Brent was at the Jet

He holds Masters Degrees in Aeronautics

than 30 years of executive leadership

the cradle of U.S. high-tech, is the largest

Propulsion Laboratory for 14 years,

and Astronautics and a Doctorate in

experience in aerospace and defense.

R&D organization under the U.S.

leading concept and proposal

Nuclear Engineering from the University

Most recently, and prior to Raytheon

Department of Defense that plans

methodology. He was at Boeing for 17

of Washington. Formerly a Staff Engineer

Company’s merger with United

promising future military technologies.

years, leading concept engineering for

at Lockheed Martin Astronautics in

Technologies Corporation in 2020,

She has been a technical science leader

human planetary exploration,

Denver, he is now the President of his

he served as President of Raytheon

for more than 30 years in various private

manufacturing engineering for ISS

own company, Pioneer Astronautics,

Company’s Space and Airborne

sectors as well as the government and

modules, and program development for

where he has led more than 70 successful

Systems business.

academia.

commercial and space science projects.

research and development programs for

Patrice Caine is a graduate of the
École Polytechnique and the École
des Mines de Paris and holds the
rank of ingénieur en chef of the
Corps des Mines.
In February 2013, he was appointed
Senior Executive Vice President, Chief
Operating Officer and Chief Performance
Officer of Thales. Patrice Caine was
appointed Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of Thales in December 2014.
He has served on the Boards of Directors
of Naval Group since 2015, and L’Oréal
since 2018.

He leads a business of 37,000

He is Vice President, Advanced

NASA, the US military, and private
industries.

CULTURE & SCIENCE

Ted Sargent

Gitanjali Rao

Kemp Powers

Min Jin Lee

Caroline Suh

University of Toronto, Professor

TIME’s 2020 Kid of the Year

Pixar’s ‘Soul’, Co-Director

Award-winning & Bestselling Novelist
and Essayist

Documentary Filmmaker

Professor Edward (Ted) Sargent
was appointed Vice-President of
Research and Innovation,
and Strategic Initiatives at the
University of Toronto in June, 2016.

Gitanjali Rao was recognized as
America’s Top Young Scientist
and received an EPA Presidential
award for inventing her device
“Tethys”—an early lead detection
tool.

Kemp Powers is a Golden Globe
Award-winning and Academy
Award-nominated screenwriter,
playwright, producer and director
who was named one of Variety’s
2020 “10 Screenwriters to Watch.”
Powers wrote the Academy
Award-nominated Amazon
feature, One Night in Miami...,
adapted from his 2013
award-winning stage play of the
same name.

Professor Sargent is a distinguished

Min Jin Lee is a writer whose
award-winning fiction explores
the intersection of race, ethnicity,
immigration, class, religion,
gender, and identity of diasporic
people.

researcher and holds the rank of

Gitanjali is also the inventor of

University Professor in the Edward S.

“Kindly”—an anti-cyberbullying service

Rogers Sr. Department of Electrical and

using AI and Natural Language

Computer Engineering at the University

processing. She was honored as Forbes

of Toronto. He also holds the Canada

“30 Under 30 in Science” in 2019 and

Research Chair in Nanotechnology.

TIME’s “Top Young Innovator” and

He is the Founder and CTO of InVisage

“TIME Kid of the Year” for her

Technologies and a Co-founder of

innovations and STEM workshops she

Xagenic. Professor Sargent is a Fellow of

conducts globally, which has inspired

He is also the co-director and

Fiction, runner-up for the Dayton Literary

the Royal Society of Canada.

over 48,000 students in the last two

screenwriter of Disney/Pixar’s “Soul,”

Peace Prize, winner of the Medici Book

years in 25 countries across four

making him the first African-American

Club Prize, and a New York Times 10 Best

continents.

director of a Disney or Pixar animated

Books of 2017.

Pachinko, her second novel, is an epic
story which follows a Korean family who
immigrates to Japan; it is the first novel
written for adults and English-speaking
audience displaying issues about the
Korean-Japanese people. Pachinko was
a finalist for the National Book Award for

feature.

Caroline Suh is an independent
documentary filmmaker, whose
work in film, television and
commercials has been featured
on Netflix, CNN Films, Sundance
Channel, PBS, and Epix, among
others.
Over the span of her 20-year career,
Suh has directed, produced and served
as the showrunner for high-end feature
films and series. For Netflix, Suh directed
the film BLACKPINK: LIGHT UP THE SKY,
about the female K-Pop group,
which was Netflix’s number one
documentary film in 2020 in Asia.

Maeil Business Newspaper heads towards
knowledge powerhouse together with
the world’s leading MBAs.

HEC Paris

NYU Stern

IESE Business School

HEC Paris, a world-class business school

New York University Stern School of

IESE is an institution with the ability to

in Europe, provides unique educational

Business is one of the premier

bring about positive change – not just for

programs. Through its flagship

management education schools and

the people who participate in our

leadership education,

research centers in the United States.

programs or for the companies for which

HEC Paris provides both theories and

NYU Stern has been home to four Nobel

they work, but also for the society as

hands-on experience. The institution is

Laureates in Economics, offering a broad

a whole. IESE Business School is

known to have produced the most

portfolio of programs which are enriched

the graduate business school of

competitive CEOs of Fortune Global

by the dynamism, energy and deep

the University of Navarra. It has been at

500 companies in Europe.

resources of one of the world’s business

the forefront of management education

capitals.

for nearly 60 years. It provides diverse
programs and courses to develop
and inspire the present and future
business leaders who strive to make
a deep, positive and lasting impact on the
people, companies and society they serve.

IE University

Tsinghua SEM

CKGSB

Based on entrepreneurship and

Tsinghua SEM is constantly ranked

Established in Beijing in 2002 with

innovation, IE University empowers

among the best business schools in

the support from the Li KA Shing

professional potential through an

China and has been offering more than

Foundation, CKGSB is China’s first

extensive global network, cutting-edge

20 years of business education.

non-profit independent business school.

facilities, and top institutional

Tsinghua SEM delivers theories and

With prominent faculty members and

partnerships. IE developed an agile

frameworks of top entrepreneurs,

strong alumni network, the school is

approach to suit all profiles.

the techniques and skills required for

becoming the most respected MBA

Fine-tuned for more than 20 years,

students to become future business

academy in china.

the Liquid Learning methodology

leaders.

transcends all single platforms,
offering a dynamic and cutting-edge
learning experience that provides
complete flexibility between in-person
and online classes.

Registration Information

World Knowledge Forum 2021

Registration Website: www.wkforum.org

Terra Incognita: Redesigning the Global Architecture
Date ㅣ September 14(Tue.) – 16(Thu.), 2021
Click
“Registration”

Venue ㅣ Jangchung Arena ∙ The Shilla Seoul ∙ Seoul Club
∙ National Theater of Korea

Enter personal
information

Early Bird
Registration

Early registration discount will be available
until 18:00, August 6, 2021.
* If the payment does not meet the deadline for early bird
registration, the discount benefit will be automatically canceled.

Registration

Select payment
method

General registration is open until September 3, 2021.
* The full payment must be made by September 3, 2021.

Sign up

- By signing up for membership, you can access more
information about the World Knowledge Forum 2021.
- World Knowledge Forum participants must complete

Fee payment

the he sign-up process by entering the payment

(credit card
paymentor
wire transfer)

verification code (received via e-mail) to access the
exclusive services as follows;
privacy settings, participant networking,
schedule management, watch live streams or replay, etc.

(verify the payment
verification code)

emu

Eligible to
access WKF
members-only
services

Notice

gda

(enter personal
information
and payment
verification code)

o
Euljir

- The World Knowledge Forum 2021 will be held both
online and offline due to the social circumstances

Don

Sign up

n

*requisite

Receive
Registration
verification e-mail

surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic.
- Official documents are required for those who are
eligible for the registration discount;
undergraduates, disabled, and descendants
of National Independence

Dongguk Univ. Station,
Subway Line 3

Category

Early Bird Registration

Registration

(Jul 12 - Aug 6, 2021)

(Aug 9 - Sep 3, 2021)

Honorees (up to the 5th generation).

Jangchung Arena

- To cancel your registration, please request for
cancellation before 18:00, September 3 (Fri.).

Dongguk Univ.

Price

50% Discount

3,300,000 KRW

3,600,000 KRW

Undergraduates, Disabled (level 1-3),
Descendants of National Independence Honorees
(up to the 5th generation)

1,800,000 KRW

The refund will be processed shortly after the event

The Shilla
Duty Free Shop

Jangchungdan Park

(excluding the processing fees).
- Hotel fee is NOT included in the registration fee.

Outdoor Sculpture Park

The Shilla Seoul
l2

rmina
msan Te

Na

- Simultaneous interpretation will be provided for

H

all sessions.
- Please refer to the website (www.wkforum.org)
for further details.

National Theater of Korea

Seoul Club
L

or

Registration Fee

e

Haneul Round Theater

The World
Knowledge
Forum
Secretariat

4FL. Maekyung Media Center Bldg. 190, Toegye-ro,
Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea 04627
Tel: +82-2-2000-2620~3
E-mail: wkf_reg@mk.co.kr

Maeil Business Newspaper presents
new visions to the government,
the public and businesses as a Knowledge
Powerhouse. By doing so,
Maeil Business Newspaper proudly does
its part in building the foundation for Korea’s
knowledge based economy.

For more information
on registration and event details,
visit the World Knowledge Forum
website.

Maeil Business
Newspaper

Maeil Broadcasting
Network

Maeil Business Newspaper is

MBN is a channel providing a variety

a leading business publication in

of programs ranging from news to

Korea widely read by businessmen

entertainments. With 17 years of

and corporate subscribers.

experiences as a 24-hour news

Maeil Business Newspaper provides

channel, MBN offers premium

the most diverse array of topics

content in various fields to viewers.

related to economy, finance,

Acknowledged for its quick

real estate, stocks, and bonds with

and accurate news reporting,

keen insights and professional

MBN was selected as the Nation’s

expertise. By providing timely

best news channel for 4 consecutive

and accurate economic news,

years. Through its commitment to

along with campaigns such as

“Listen, Agree, Care & Solve”

“Vision Korea,” Maeil Business

MBN’s dedication to excellence

Newspaper presents new visions to

on every level makes this broadcast

the government, the people

network a leader in its field.

and businesses. By doing so,
Maeil Business Newspaper proudly
exercises its role in laying the solid
foundation for Korea’s
knowledge-based economy.

World Knowledge Forum
Website
www.wkforum.org

For video contents of
the World Knowledge Forum,
visit the World Knowledge Forum
YouTube channel.

World Knowledge Forum
YouTube Channel
www.youtube.com/wkforum

For the latest updates
of the World Knowledge Forum
and live-streamed session videos,
download the the World Knowledge
Forum App.

Download the
World Knowledge Forum
App

